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We show that the helical superstructure in chiral smectic-C-type liquid crystal phases can, if the pitch is
short enough, give rise to the tristate switching characteristic of antiferroelectrics even if the local commen-
surate order is synpolar as in the ordinary Sm-C* phase. Since the field-induced helix unwinding exhibits a
distinct threshold, in contrast to mere helix distortion, two unwinding / rewinding peaks per half cycle of an
applied triangular wave voltage can be seen in the current response. By considering this antiferroelectric aspect
of the helical modulation we give a simple explanation of why the ultrashort-pitch Sm-Ca

* phase exhibits
antiferroelectric switching although its dielectric spectroscopy response is qualitatively identical to that of the
synpolar Sm-C* phase. Using data from the compound MHPOCBC we show that the Sm-Ca

* dielectric re-
sponse is well described by continuum theory. We also demonstrate that, if the pitch is very short as in
MHPOCBC, helix unwinding / rewinding leave characteristic traces in the electrooptic response even in the
commensurately antiferroelectricsantipolard Sm-Ca

* phase, distinguishable from the switching beween the
antipolar and synpolar states of this phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.71.051703 PACS numberssd: 61.30.2v, 77.80.Fm

I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystal compounds exhibiting the chiral smectic-C
phasesSm-C*d, characterized by a layered structure in which
the directorn is tilted with respect to the layer normalk, are
often referred to as ferroelectric liquid crystalssFLCsd be-
cause they exhibit a spontaneous polarizationPs directed
along ±k 3n f1,2g. However, the tilting direction and thus
also the direction ofPs spiral aboutk in a helical fashion,
leading to a cancellation of the polarization on a mesoscopic
scalesmicronsd and rendering the phase helically antiferro-
electricf3g or, by a shorter name, helielectricf4,5g. This is a
special case of the general class of incommensurate antifer-
roelectrics f6,7g. Only in the surface-stabilized geometry,
where the helix is suppressed by enclosing the liquid crystal
between closely spaced planar-aligning substrates, may the
Sm-C* phase be regarded as ferroelectric in the usual mean-
ing, i.e., it can then exhibit a strongly nonlinear response to
an electric field as well as two stable states in absence of
field f3,8,9g.

Several variations of the chiral smectic-C phase exist, all
of which are helielectric in bulk but which differ radically in
terms of their local commensurate polar order. To distinguish
it from the other variants, the basic Sm-C* phase is often
called synclinic and synpolar, referring to the lack of com-
mensurate modulationsdisregarding the slow helical preces-
sion, adjacent layers have the same directions ofn andPsd.
The commensurately antiferroelectric Sm-Ca

* phase exhibits
anticlinic order salternating tilt direction in adjacent layersd
and is thusantipolar. The phases Sm-Ca

* , Sm-Cb
* , and Sm-

Cg
* , finally, are often referred to as the chiral smectic-C “sub-

phases.” In the discussion of their polar nature the antiferro-
electric aspect of the helical superstructures has been largely

neglected. Although antiferroelectric switching has been ob-
served in an ultrashort-pitch Sm-C* material f10,11g, such
electro-optic responsesthree optically different states sepa-
rated by peaks in the current responsed is often taken as a
sign of antipolar local order. This has had particularly ad-
verse consequences for the understanding of the Sm-Ca

*

phase, for which a complex picture has appeared which at
best is compatible with selected experimental data.

In this paper we first present a Sm-C* mixture with a helix
pitch short enough to demonstrate the antiferroelectric aspect
of the helical superstructure. The synpolar nature of the
phase is verified by means of dielectric spectroscopy, but
both the optic and the current response have the typical char-
acteristics of antiferroelectric switching in thick samples. We
then discuss what the prerequisites are for observing this
type of helical-antiferroelectric switching and, by means of
simple numerical modelling, we show that the response of a
short-pitch Sm-C* phase can look basically identical to that
of Sm-Ca

* . As an experimental demonstration of this result,
we present data from the Sm-Ca

* phase, which can be re-
garded as a low-tilt, ultrashort-pitch version of Sm-C* , and in
the same context we show that even in Sm-Ca

* the helielectric
response can be observed—and distinguished from the
switching of the local commensurate order—if the pitch is
short enough. Although this response has been reported once
beforef12g, it was never correctly explained. We finally dis-
cuss earlier reports of a complex polar nature of Sm-Ca

* in
the light of the results.

II. EXPERIMENT

The short-pitch Sm-C* liquid crystal used was a mixture
smixture 1d prepared from sSd-TFMHPOBC and
s1R,2R,3R,5Sd-IPC-16 fFig. 1sadg in molar ratio 72:28.
During all experiments on this mixture the sample texture*Electronic address: jan.lagerwall@ipc.uni-stuttgart.de
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was monitored in order to verify that no demixing of the two
components occurred. For investigations of the Sm-Ca

* and
Sm-Ca

* phasessRd-MHPOCBC fFig. 1sbdg was used. The
materials were filled into cells with patterned transparent in-
dium tin oxide sITOd electrodes coated with antiparallelly
buffed polyimide for planar alignment. For studies in homeo-
tropic alignment simple glass slide samples were prepared.
The selective reflection wavelength of these samples was
measured with a multichannel optical analyzersLamda LS-
2000d fitted to the microscope.

Dielectric spectroscopy measurements were carried out
with an HP 4192A impedance analyzer and a Julabo HP-4
temperature controller. During these experiments the sample
texture was automatically monitored with a digital camera
mounted on the microscope and connected to the computer
running the measurement softwaresDiScO, FLC Electron-
icsd, making the identification of phases and phase transitions
more reliable. For electrooptic and current response measure-
ments the samples were kept in an Instec mK2 hotstage
mounted on an Olympus BH-2 polarizing microscope to
which a photodiodesFLC Electronicsd was fitted. The cur-
rent was measured through a resistor connected in series with
the sample. Current, optical response, and applied voltage
were visualized with a Tektronix TDS420 oscilloscope.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Tristate antiferroelectric switching in short-pitch helical
Sm-C*

The imaginary component of the complex dielectric per-
mittivity e8+ ie9 of mixture 1 is shown as a function of tem-
perature and frequency in Fig. 2sad. Below the spectrum the
results from fitting the imaginary single-mode Cole-Cole
equation

e9 =

xsf/f rd1−acosSap

2
D

1 + 2sf/f rd1−asinSap

2
D + sf/f rd2s1−ad

s1d

to the data are presented. Herex is thesstaticd susceptibility
of the modef13g, f is the frequency of the applied field,f r
=1/s2ptrd wheretr is the relaxation time of the mode, anda
is the distribution parameter, taking values between 0 and 1
sa=0 corresponds to a Debye-type moded. The peak at
105 °C is due to the soft modesfield-induced fluctuations in
u, also called electroclinic effectd and indicates the low-
temperature border of Sm-A* . At lower temperatures, the ab-
sorption can be attributed to a helix distortionsHDd mode—
often, somewhat inappropriately, referred to as Goldstone
mode—clearly showing that here the phase is the synpolar
helielectric Sm-C* . This was also verified with miscibility
tests in contact samples with reference liquid crystals exhib-
iting all of the different chiral smectic-C-type phases. For a
HD mode,x and f r depend onPs and the helical pitchp as
f15,16g,

x =
1

8p2Kwe0
SPsp

u
D2

, s2d

FIG. 1. sad The two chiral smectic liquid crystals which, blended
together in 72:28 molar ratio, give the short-pitch Sm-C* mixture 1.
sbd sRd-MHPOCBC. Saturation values of spontaneous polarization
Ps and phase sequences are listed for each molecule.

FIG. 2. sColor onlined sad The imaginary component of the di-
electric permittivity of mixture 1s23.5mm sampled as a function of
frequency and temperature, measured on cooling from the isotropic
liquid son-line version: pink spectrum surface colord to the crystal-
line phasesgrayd. The Sm-A* phasesblued is distinguished by the
soft mode absorption, peaking at the transition to the Sm-C* phase
syellowd, the main absorption of which is the strong HD mode.sbd
Results from fitting the Cole-Cole equation to the experimental
data.
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f r =
2pKw

gwp2 , s3d

whereKw and gw are the elastic constant and viscosity, re-
spectively, relevant for azimuthal fluctuations ofn, andu is
the director tilt angle.

The pitchp was determined by measuring the wavelength
of selective reflectionlr of a homeotropically aligned
sample. On decreasing the temperaturelr decreased mono-
tonically, cf. Fig. 3. Below 75 °C it could no longer be stud-
ied as it was then in the UV range, outside the transparency
window of the microscope lenses. Based on the data in the
visible range we can estimatelr between 55 and 60 °C to
about 300 nm. We then obtain, using a typical average re-
fractive index value of 1.5, a pitch of the helicaln-Ps modu-
lation around 200 nm in this temperature region, whereas it
is close to half a micrometer just below the Sm-A* phase.

The electro-optic response to an applied triangular wave
voltage was investigated using planar-aligned samples of 4,
10, and 23.5mm thickness. The Sm-C* phase was helical
under static field-free conditions in all three samples, as veri-
fied by texture observation. Nevertheless, the 4mm sample
exhibited mainly ferroelectriclike switching at all Sm-C*

temperatures, indicating that this sample switched more or
less directly between the two field-induced synclinic states.
At low temperatures, wherep reaches its lowest value, a
distinct shoulder could, however, be distinguished at the end
of the polarization peakfFig. 4sadg, suggesting a certain de-
gree of relaxation to an intermediate state even under dy-
namic conditions. This tendency grew stronger on increasing
the cell gap, to the extent that the 10 and 23.5mm samples
both exhibited antiferroelectriclike switching at low tempera-
tures of the Sm-C* phase: the current responsefFigs. 4sbd
and 4scdg had two quite well separated peaks per half-cycle,
most distinct in the thicker samplef17g. Obviously, the short-
pitch Sm-C* helix of mixture 1 could in these thicker cells
rewind once per half-cycle of the switching process, allow-
ing the demonstration of the antiferroelectric aspect of the
helical superstructure. However, whereas the second,
smaller, peak can be attributed fully to helix unwinding, the
first, larger, peak is only in part due to rewinding. The dif-
ference in peak area shows that a large part of the sample
switched directly between the two end states without inter-
mediate helix formation, also at these cell gaps. Such switch-
ing contributes only to the first peak.

Figure 4sed shows the optical transmission response of the
10 mm sample, aligned withk parallel to the polarizer, mea-
sured with light of wavelengthl=589 nm. It has a “butter-
flylike” shape, showing that there are three basic “states”
during the switching process. The two fully switched states
exhibited roughly the same transmissionsthe slight differ-
ence is due to imperfect alignmentd. The intermediate “state”
sbetween,0 and,±6 V applied voltaged was where parts
of the sample formed the helical geometry, lowering the
overall transmission since the effective optic slow axis in this
geometry is alongk, thus along the polarizer. The electro-
optic response of this short-pitch Sm-C* phase demonstrates
that switching behavior as in Figs. 4scd and 4sed cannot be
taken as an unambiguous sign of commensurate antiferro-
electricity, nor does a response like in Figs. 4sad and 4sbd
indicate ferrielectricity, an interpretation which has not been
uncommon so far.

In a solid-state commensurate antiferroelectric the switch-
ing threshold corresponds to the energy barrier between the
anti- and synpolar states. There are no intermediate states.
Once the threshold is passed one of the two sublattices re-
verses its polarization direction, giving a contribution to the
current of two timesPs/2. The closest liquid crystal approxi-

FIG. 3. The wavelength of selective reflectionlr of mixture 1 as
a function of temperature. The helical pitch of the Sm-C* n-Ps

modulation can be obtained by dividinglr by the average refractive
index.

FIG. 4. Currentsa, b, cd and optical transmissionsed response of
mixture 1 to a 52 Hz triangular wave voltagesdd at temperatures
where the Sm-C* pitch is close to its lowest value. The twin peaks
per half cycle in the current response, characteristic of antiferroelec-
tric switching, are easy to see with 10 and 23.5mm samples, but at
4 mm cell gap they cannot be clearly resolved. The butterflylike
optical transmission response of the 10mm sample shows that three
basic states are passed in the switching process: the two fully
switched uniform synclinic statessbrightd and the helical low-
voltage statesdarkd.
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mation to this case is the Sm-Ca
* phase. The characteristic

current response to a triangular wave voltage of this phase
exhibits two polarization reversal current peaks per half
cycle, each with an area roughly corresponding toPs. How-
ever, surface pinning effects often influence the symmetry
and the areas of the peaks. Moreover, the helical superstruc-
ture can have an impact on the response also in Sm-Ca

* , as
will be shown below.

In a helical Sm-C* sample, on the other hand, the polar-
ization cancellation is due solely to the incommensurate he-
lical superstructure, and this can be heavily distorted already
by a weak electric field, thereby giving rise to the strong
small-signal dielectric responsesthe response is lineard.
There is no threshold for the initial distortion of the helix,
only for its complete unwindingf18g. The peaks in the he-
lielectric Sm-C* current response thus correspond to the ex-
pulsion of an already distorted helical structure and its re-
forming, hence, the areas of these peaks should be somewhat
smaller than thePs area. In order to get a feeling for what
area we can expect we will do a short numerical analysis of
the situation.

The distorted helical structure as well as the unwinding
step has been studied extensively, with and without taking
the influence of the sample boundaries into account
f2,4,19–24g but the helielectric switching peak areas have
never been calculated. In our case we are interested in the
special case of materials withp so short that the liquid
crystal-surface interaction can be neglected in a first approxi-
mation. We can thus use one-dimensional expressions de-
scribing how the bulk liquid crystal responds to an applied
electric field. Even in this case analytical solutions are not
available but by numerically integrating, e.g., the expressions
of Fünfschilling and Schadtf23g,

1

L

]z

]w
= SÎ1 − k2sinwE

0

2p dw

Î1 − k2sinw
D−1

, s4d

E

Ec
= 32k2SE

0

2p

Î1 − k2sinwdwD−2

, s5d

we can get a good picture of what the distorted structure
looks like just before unwinding the helix. In these expres-
sionsL is the field-dependent periodicity along the layer nor-
mal sL.p for nonzero fieldsd, z is the position along the
layer normal,w is the azimuthal angle ofn, defined such that
w=90° for the fully unwound structure wherePs points along
the applied field, andk is a dimensionless parameter between
0 and 1 which describes the strength of the applied field in
terms of the unwinding fieldEc. This threshold levelscorre-
sponding tok=1d is given byf23g,

Ec =
p4Kw

4p2Ps
. s6d

In Fig. 5 we show the sinwsz/Ld function resulting from
the numerical integration ofs4d for some field strengths vary-
ing from k=0 to k=0.999. The sinw function gives the con-
tribution of each smectic layer to the effective macroscopic
polarizationPm=ksinwlPs. For fields close to the unwinding

threshold then-Ps couples are almost uniformly aligned
within certain regions, as shown by sinw lying almost con-
stantly at 1, but between two such regions the structure twists
rapidly. These tightly twisted walls are spatial solitons
f4,22g. The helical-antiferroelectric threshold now corre-
sponds to expelling the solitons from the structure, i.e., un-
winding, not just distorting, the helix. If we start from the
relaxed helical structure and apply an increasingly strong
voltage, the current response will exhibit a peak when the
unwinding threshold is passed, reflecting the polarization
contained in the solitons. Starting from relationss4d and s5d
it is easy to obtain the average valueksinwl at a selected
field strength. Atk1=0.999, which according tos5d is equiva-
lent to E=0.995Ec, the averageksinwlk1

<0.59. Hence, the
area of the helix unwinding current peak can be expected to
reach values corresponding to about 2s1−ksinwlk1

dPs

<0.8Ps, i.e., quite close to the situation in commensurate
antiferroelectrics, as described above.

The prerequisite for the unwinding peak reaching such an
area in a switching experiment is that the helical structure
reforms throughout the sample when the driving voltage
passes zero and changes sign. In most Sm-C* samples this is
not the case. Due to the action of the surfaces to stabilize the
nonhelical structure, the helix generally does not reform at
all during the switching process and, consequently, only one
polarization peak, corresponding to direct switching between
the synpolar end states, is observed.

B. The helielectric response of Sm-Ca
*

In order to approach the maximum helix unwinding peak
area we obviously needp to be much smaller still than in
mixture 1. We could then expect the first peaksrewindingd
and the secondsunwindingd to be quite similar in area. More-
over, the peaks may be better separated in time since the
helix rewinding should be more likely to occur before the
driving voltage reaches zero. Hence, the current response of
such a helielectric sample can look very similar to the typical
Sm-Ca

* response. A phase which has such a short helix pitch
is the Sm-Ca

* phase, appearing in a small temperature range
directly below Sm-A* in many chiral smectics. Although still
not fully understood, recent experimental work, in particular
resonant x-ray scattering and ellipsometry experiments, have

FIG. 5. The value of sinw as a function of the distance along the
layer normalszd divided by the periodicity of the sample in this
direction sLd, in the absence of fieldsk=0d and for four different
levels below the unwinding thresholdsk=1d. The function
sinwsz/Ld expresses the contribution of each layer polarization to
the macroscopically measured polarization.
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made it relatively clear that the only type of director modu-
lation in Sm-Ca

* is a very rapid smooth variation of the tilt
direction, incommensurate with the smectic layer spacing,
giving the structure a very short helical period, typically be-
tween 5 and 50 smectic layersf25–35g. Thus, the Sm-Ca

*

phase is structurally an extreme version of short-pitch Sm-
C* .

However, its electro-optic switching behavior was early
on reported to change from antiferroelectric to ferrielectric
on cooling through the temperature range of the phase
f12,36–38g and based on these reportsswhich will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Sec. III Dd the local polar structure
of Sm-Ca

* was conjectured to change radically within the
phase. Although this idea is contradicted by the dielectric
spectroscopy response of the phase, exhibiting a fairly weak
but nevertheless clearly polar modef39g, and though it is
difficult to understand it within the view of Sm-Ca

* as a phase
with only a short-pitch helical modulation, this conjecture
has been the starting point for many experimental investiga-
tions as well as for the development of quite complex theo-
retical modelsf12,34,38,40–47g. Applying the results of the
preceding section to Sm-Ca

* we can now give a much simpler
explanation to the antiferroelectric switching behavior and
we can easily reconcile this with its polar dielectric response,
without any need for modification of the generally accepted
view of the phase.

An excellent compound for investigating the switching in
SmCa

* , as well as in the Sm-Ca
* phase, is MHPOCBC. This

compound exhibits a relatively broad Sm-Ca
* phases6 Kd and

a direct Sm-Ca
* -Sm-Ca

* transition. The dielectric absorption
spectra, as obtained on heating and on cooling a thick
sample, together with Cole-Cole fitting results are presented
in Fig. 6. The Sm-Ca

* phaseson-line version: purple in a and
bd is easily distinguished from the antipolar, and hence, es-
sentially absorption-free, Sm-Ca

* phasesgreend by its absorp-
tion which we can attribute to distortion of the helical struc-
ture sHD moded.

We note the striking qualitative similarity of the Sm-Ca
*

cooling spectrum with the Sm-C* spectrum in Fig. 2, reflect-
ing the fact that the phases have the same basic structure.
Quantitatively, the Sm-Ca

* HD mode has more than an order
of magnitude smallerx and two orders of magnitude higher
f r, differences we can attribute to the much smaller pitch, c.f.
Eqs.s2d ands3d. The elastic constantKw in these equations as
well as in Eq.s6d is the smectic elastic constantB3 counter-
acting a change in the twist of thec director sthe projection
of n on the smectic layer planed. Expressed in the Oseen-
Frank constants it can be written assc.f. p. 293 in Ref.f9gd,

Kw ; B3 = K22sin4 u + K33sin2 u cos2 u. s7d

In general it thus contains contributions from both twist and
bend. However, in the case of Sm-Ca

* , where the tilt angleu
is of the order of 5 deg, we can use this relation in the limit
of small u, where it reduces to

Kw < K33u
2. s8d

In the small-angle limit the elastic constantKw thus repre-
sents pure bend, and it has the sameu dependence as the
viscosity which scales asgw=g sin2 u sc.f. p. 178 in Ref.

f9gd. Their ratio, which is the relevant quantity in Eq.s3d, can
thus be expected to be relatively similar in Sm-C* and Sm-
Ca

* . Inserting standard Sm-C* values forKw andgw into s3d
we can then use the dielectric spectroscopy results to get a
rough estimate of the Sm-Ca

* helix pitch. With a typical bend
constant ofK33=10 pN and withg<1 Ns/m2 we find a p
value of about 18 nm, corresponding to about six layers. A
very similar value results by entering measured values for
x , Ps andu in s2d. Such a short pitch is expected for the Sm-
Ca

* phase, hence, its dielectric absorption is both qualitatively
and quantitatively in agreement with the response expected
from field-induced helix distortion.

FIG. 6. sColor onlined The imaginary component of the dielec-
tric permittivity of MHPOCBCs23.5mm sampled as a function of
frequency and temperature, measured on heatingsad and coolingsbd
between the absorptionless Sm-Ca

* phaseson-line version: greend
and Sm-A* sblued, dominated by the soft mode. Results from fitting
the Cole-Cole equation to the data are shown inscd. The absorption
around 200 kHz in Sm-Ca

* spurpled results from distortion of the
short-pitch helix and shows that this phase does not exhibit antipo-
lar local order like the Sm-Ca

* phase.
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The Sm-Ca
* HD mode reaches a slightly larger suscepti-

bility and a lower value off r on cooling than on heating,
suggesting that the transition from the antipolar Sm-Ca

* phase
has an influence on the Sm-Ca

* pitch in the heating experi-
ment. Similar memory effects between other chiral smectic-
C-type phases have been demonstrated using dielectric spec-
troscopy with simultaneous texture monitoringf48g. By in-
vestigating flat droplets of compounds exhibiting the Sm-Ca

*

phase with a sophisticated optical technique, Lauxet al.
showed that the periodicity of the Sm-Ca

* helical structure
depends sensitively on the history of the sample: the “natu-
ral” structure develops only when the phase is formed on
cooling from Sm-A* , whereas the development on heating
depends on what chiral smectic-C-type phase precedes Sm-
Ca

* f42g. Their general observation was thatp on heating was
very small and relatively constant, whereas it exhibited a
stronger temperature dependence with a maximum in the
low-temperature half of the phase if the sample was cooled
from Sm-A* . According to Eqs.s2d and s3d such apsTd be-
havior would result in just the type of response seen in Sm-
Ca

* in Fig. 6.
The success of continuum elasticity theory for modeling

the Sm-Ca
* response may seem surprising, considering that a

helical period as short as six layers corresponds to an azi-
muthal angle differenceDw of 60 deg from layer to layer. At
first sight this would suggest huge discontinuities in the di-
rector field. However,Dw by itself gives a misleading picture
of the real structure. If the very small tilt in Sm-Ca

* is taken
into account one finds that the actual reorientation ofn from
one layer to the next is only about 5 degf49g. This is a quite
normal value in helielectric structures, to which the con-
tinuum description is appropriate. Furthermore, one should
remember that smectics have a rather low degree of transla-
tional order; the density modulation alongk is often more or
less sinusoidal. Although the structures of the various chiral-
smectic-C-type phases are generally illustrated with perfectly
sharp layer boundaries, suggesting that discrete treatments of
these phases would be the most adequate, the real situation is
thus much more continuous, with a substantial number of
molecules at any instant being right between two layers.

The electro-optic response of MHPOCBC was continu-
ously monitored as the sample was heated at a constant slow
rate s0.2 K/mind from Sm-Ca

* to Sm-A* , via the Sm-Ca
*

phase. The resulting current response data, obtained with a
10.5 Hz, ±6.8 V/mm triangle wave switching field applied to
a 23.5mm thick sample, is plotted in Fig. 7. Apart from a
small temperature range in the vicinity of the Sm-Ca

*-Sm-Ca
*

transition, where phase coexistence affected the response, the
Sm-Ca

* current followed a clean antiferroelectric response
curve with two well separated peaks appearing on opposite
sides of the 0 V level of the applied field. The threshold for
helix unwinding decreased from about 3 V/mm to less than
1 V/mm just before the transition to Sm-A* . SincePs rapidly
decreased in the same process, Eq.s6d shows that this change
in threshold must be generated by a strong decrease inKw

and/or an increase inp. Most likely, the origin lies mainly in
the former parameter which, according tos8d depends
strongly onu, rapidly decreasing on heating towards the un-
tilted Sm-A* phase.

The helix rewinding peak voltage was less dependent on
temperature, but instead its shape changed more than that of
the unwinding peak. About 3 K below the Sm-Ca

* –Sm-A*

transition the peak height was the maximum observed in the
experiment, illustrating that the rewinding here was actually
a much faster process than unwinding. Towards lower tem-
peratures the peak broadened and decreased somewhat in
height, indicating that helix reformation was more hindered,
hence, more extended in time, asPs and u increased. The
integrated areas of the unwinding and rewinding peaks were
similar throughout the phase amounting to,0.7–0.9 times
Ps f50g, in good agreement with the modeling in Sec. III A.

C. The superposition of commensurate and incommensurate
antiferroelectricity in Sm- Ca

*

The Sm-Ca
* phase in MHPOCBC exhibits not only two,

but three to four peaks per half-period of the switching volt-
age. Following the discussion above, we can understand the
additional small peaks at low voltage in terms of helix re-
winding and unwinding preceding the antipolar-synpolar
switching. The helical superstructure and the local antipolar
order makes the Sm-Ca

* phase antiferroelectric on two scales,
incommensurate antiferroelectricity superposed on commen-
surate, hence, two sets of antiferroelectric polarization peaks
are possible.

To understand why also the Sm-Ca
* phase can give polar-

ization peaks at helix unwinding and rewinding we must
consider the intermediate switching state where the helix is
unwound but the synclinic / synpolar state is not yet reached.
This state has been discussed in detail by Zhanget al., Wen
et al., and Rudquistet al. f51–53g, showing that it is charac-
terized by a deviation from perfectly antipolar order resulting
in a nonzero residual macroscopic polarization, here denoted
Pr. sNote thatPr should not be confused with the bilayer
residual polarization of the helical state, which reverses at
every layer boundary and thus gives no macroscopic contri-

FIG. 7. sColor onlined The current response ofsRd-MHPOCBC
to the increasinghalf-period stime goes from right to left on theE
axisd of a 10.5 Hz triangular wave driving field as a function of
temperature, on heating at a constant rate of 0.2 K/min. The sample
was 23.5mm thick, enough for achieving bulk response.
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bution.d This intermediate macroscopically polar state is
equivalent to one of the field-induced Sm-Ca

* states which
resulted from a theoretical treatment by Boulbitch and
Tolédanof54g. Following exactly the same reasoning as de-
veloped in Sec. III A for helical Sm-C* , we realize that also
the Sm-Ca

* helix unwinding can give rise to a current peak,
albeit of smaller magnitude since it is onlyPr ! Ps that is
released as the solitons are expelled. In contrast toPs, Pr is
directed into the tilt planesthe generalized tilt plane of Ref.
f53g, to be precised, hence, the nonhelical but not synclinic
state is characterized by a vertical tilt plane and an effective
optic slow axis which is tilted away slightly from the layer
normal, cf. Figs. 8scd and 8sed, and Ref.f53g. This leads to a
small increase in transmission between crossed polarizers,
aligned parallel and perpendicular to the smectic layer nor-
mal.

In Fig. 8 one half-cycle of the Sm-Ca
* current and optical

response of a 10mm sample at 99 °C is shown, together with
illustrations of the different states as the sample is driven
from one fully switched, synclinic, and synpolar, state to the
other. The first large current peak occurs at relaxation to the
distorted antipolar state without helix. Somewhat later the
helix rewinds, giving the first small peak corresponding to
Pr, but it is again unwound just after the driving voltage has
changed sign, producing the second smallPr peak. As the

voltage is further increased the distortion of the antipolar
state grows, producing a gradual change in the optical re-
sponseswhich can be related to changes both in slow axis
direction and in birefringenced, until the threshold for switch-
ing to the synclinic state is reached at about 3 V. The ratio of
the areas of the small and large peaks is about 1:5sexact
measurements are difficult to do because of peak overlapd
andPr is thus aboutPs/6. A simple geometrical calculation
shows that this relation corresponds to a deviation from the
fully antipolar state of about 10° in the nonhelical but not
synclinic state.

From Fig. 7 it is clear that the two helix rewinding-
unwinding peaks are well separated only at high tempera-
tures within Sm-Ca

* . At lower temperatures the relaxation is
obviously too slow, such that helix rewinding cannot occur
before the applied voltage changes sign. The structure is then
switched directly from statescd to statesed in Fig. 8, giving
only one peak with an area corresponding to 2Pr between the
two major peaks in the current response. The slowing-down
on cooling applies also to the relaxation of the commensurate
structure from syn- to distorted antipolar, the peak of which
broadens considerably on cooling until its tail extends past
the time of driving voltage sign change, at about 95 °C.

One may ask why the helix-related peaks are generally
not observed in switching experiments on the Sm-Ca

* phase.
The reason is the same as why antiferroelectriclike current
response is normally not seen from Sm-C* samples: the helix
must have an exceptionally short pitch to rewind during
switching. The pitch of MHPOCBC is short not only in the
Sm-Ca

* phase but also the Sm-Ca
* phase has an exceptionally

small value ofp. It is much smaller than optical wavelengths,
rendering the homeotropic texture black without any
schlieren. Based on null transmission ellipsometry data,
Cadyet al. estimated it to about 50 smectic layersf33g.

D. Comparison with previous views of Sm-Ca
*

If the Sm-Ca
* phase is simply short-pitch helielectric one

must ask why so many reports of ferrielectriclike behavior at
low temperatures of this phase exist and why it was believed
that Sm-Ca

* is not a single phase but has low and high-
temperature ranges exhibiting different local polar proper-
ties. The observations which have been taken as evidence for
ferrielectricity are mainly mixed current responsef12,38,47g,
complex field-dependence of the apparent tilt angle
f12,37,44,55g, and a characteristic field dependence of the
optical index ellipsoid detected by conoscopyf37,46g. As for
the mixed current response, it is probably mainly a result of
phase coexistence or difficulties in accurately determining
the phase in which an experiment is performed. It has been
clearly demonstrated that surfaces can have a considerable
impact on the phase sequence of compounds exhibiting mul-
tiple chiral smectic-C-type phases, in such a way that synpo-
lar Sm-C* is favored over the other variantsf48,56–58g. To
rule out phase coexistence effects measurements must thus
be performed on relatively thick cells.

Moreover, the by far most commonly studied compound
is MHPOBC, a compound where the Sm-Ca

* phase range is
smalls,1 Kd, usually with Sm-C* following on cooling, and

FIG. 8. sColor onlined CurrentI slower curved and optical trans-
mission OTsmiddle curved at l=633 nm through the 10mm MH-
POCBC sample between crossed polarizerssparallel and perpen-
dicular to the layer normald, during an increasing half period of the
applied 10.5 Hz triangular wave fieldstop curved, at 99 °C. At the
bottom schematic cartoons illustrate the five different states gone
through during the switching process.
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which is known to have a phase sequence very sensitive to
sample purity f59,60g. The reports referring to the low-
temperature region of Sm-Ca

* in MHPOBC are thus very
likely to be based on measurements where Sm-Ca

* and Sm-
C* coexisted. MHPOCBC is a much better compound for
studies of Sm-Ca

* since it lacks the Sm-C* phase, and if one
scrutinizes the reports on this compound no clear indications
of ferrielectric behavior can be found. In Ref.f12g current
response curves from MHPOCBC containing the smaller
twin peaks at low voltage—explained above as a result of
Sm-Ca

* helix unwinding and rewinding—are shown and
taken as a sign of ferrielectricity of Sm-Ca

* . It is, however,
clear from the data in Fig. 7 that the low-voltage peaks are a
characteristic of the Sm-Ca

* phase, not of Sm-Ca
* . Indeed, the

four-peak MHPOCBC response curves in Ref.f12g are ob-
tained at temperatures 96–97 °C, i.e., in Sm-Ca

* .
The observation thatu jumps abruptly above a threshold

field at low temperatures while it varies smoothly at high
temperatures within the Sm-Ca

* phasef12,37,46,55g can be
understood by considering the fact that the main contribution
to the apparent tilt comes from the threshold-free electro-
clinic effect at high temperatures, whereas it is the helix
deformation and unwinding—the latter process giving the
threshold—that dominate at low temperatures. Reports of ad-
ditional complex u behavior at the very low-temperature
boundary of the phasef46,55g are again most likely a result
of phase coexistence, as evidenced by the fact that such be-
havior was only observed at one particular temperature at the
phase transition.

The peculiar conoscopy behavior, finally, amounts to an
isogyre splitting along the electric field for intermediate field
strength, whereas it is perpendicular to the field at strong
fields. This behavior has been explained as a result of the
electroclinic effect imposing a substantial and complex
modulation of the tilt angle at field strengths below the
threshold for unwinding the ultrashort-pitch Sm-Ca

* helix
f56g. Because the structure is helical, in contrast to Sm-A* ,
the electroclinic effect leads to tilt angle increase in some
layers, but to a decrease in others, an effect producing the
unusual conoscopy pictures.

Because of the small temperature range of Sm-Ca
* and its

close vicinity to the untilted Sm-A* phase,u and Ps—the
order parameters of the phase—vary strongly with tempera-
ture, which may lead to further complications. These param-
eters have a strong impact on the helix unwinding and re-
winding mechanisms as well as on surface pinning effects. If
the frequency or amplitude of the driving field is high, the
characteristic antiferroelectric response can be lost at low
temperatures and replaced by a mixed responsesferrielectri-
cliked, ultimately a ferroelectric response.

Recently a report on field and temperature dependent
mesurements of birefringence,Dn, on homeotropically
aligned MHPOCBC was presented as evidence for a multi-
phase nature of Sm-Ca

* f43g. The temperature range which in
that paper is referred to as the low-temperature Sm-Ca

* part
coincides well with the range over which the HD mode was
particularly strong in Fig. 6sbd. The variation of the HD
mode characteristics seen on cooling is the only observation
in the present study that could be taken as a sign of substan-
tial temperature dependence of the Sm-Ca

* phase behavior.

However, the absence of such variation on heating and the
fact that the same type of temperature dependence of the Sm-
C* HD mode was seen in the cooling experiment on mixture
1 in Fig. 2 show that this variation is not a sign of multiphase
behavior. Rather, it should be attributed to the fact that the
HD mode can be weaker than the soft mode ifp andPs are
small, as is the case close to Sm-A* in Figs. 2 and 6, whereas
it dominates the spectrum at lower temperatures wherePs is
larger. The same subtle balance between electroclinic and
HD response, together with the temperature dependence ofu
throughout the Sm-Ca

* phase, can explain the observations in
Ref. f43g. The birefringence of a homeotropically aligned
sample depends sensitively on the tilt, throughDn,u2, as
well as on the type of helical structure that is present, hence,
a complex behavior ofDn is to be expected as temperature
and electric field strength are varied.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have demonstrated the impact of the he-
lical superstructure on the switching behavior of the Sm-C* ,
Sm-Ca

* , and Sm-Ca
* liquid crystal phases. If the pitch is short

the incommensurate antiferroelectric aspect of the helix can
produce a double hysteresis in the electro-optic response and
twin peaks in the current response, i.e., the characteristics of
antiferroelectric switching, even in Sm-C* . Such switching
behavior alone is thus no proof of commensurate local anti-
polar order, and a mixed switching response is no proof of
ferrielectric order. Based on these observations the electro-
optic and dielectric behavior of the Sm-Ca

* phase can be
explained qualitatively and quantitatively simply as a result
of helix distortion at low field strength, and unwinding /
rewinding at high field strength. The conjecture that this
phase would be antiferroelectric at high temperatures but fer-
rielectric at low temperatures can thus be replaced by the
insight that the behavior of the phase reflects its helielectric
structure, ultrashort pitch, and very small director tilt. The
terms ferro-, ferri-, and antiferroelectric, developed in the
state of polar solid crystals and applying to their macroscopic
propertiessin conformity with one or several possible meso-
or microscopic model structuresd, can obviously lead to some
confusion when used for describing the local polar order of
chiral smectics. A clearer picture can be conveyed by speak-
ing of syn- and antipolar organization, or by clearly distin-
guishing between commensurate and incommensurate polar-
ization modulation.
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